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Plunge saw with 2 guide rails

Mafell MT55CC 240v Deep Saw with 2 X 1.6m Guide Rails + Connector + 2 X Clamps &amp; rail bag **PACKAGE OFFER** COMES WITH: 2 x 1.6M RAIL GUIDE PLUS RAIL CONNECTOR PLUS 2 x RAIL CLAMPS PLUS GUIDE RAIL BAG ULTIMATE SAW PACKET! All MT 55 functions are aimed at accuracy, such as non-easy
cutting, center lock, precise cutting depth adjustment, high speed, tracking pointer, adapted slot, undervaluation, position indicator, etc. Can be used with the most popular track systems - Festool, Makita (including game elimination tools), and, of course, MAFEL Immediate access to the blade: hence surprisingly fast and scratch-free
teeth. System accessories - From a number of tools, to large special accessories for MT 55 and guide rail F. Saw blades, crumbling F-SS protective guard, F-HP non-slip profile, F-WA corner fence, F-VS connecting piece, F-AS stop (stop return), MT-PA position indicator, etc. suitable for boards and hard wood Scoring function -
Precision, asymptomatic cuts, even if the rubber lip is worn. Tracking pointer - Maximum accuracy, even when cutting a free hand. Adapted slot - Can be adapted to other play track systems securely and accurately eliminated by index notchs on guide jaws. Central locking - Angle adjustment is fixed in two places with a single screw
Faster, easier and more accurate thanks to the U-shaped guide rod. Position indicator - Useful marking of the point where the blade enters the working part; exclusive MAFELL function Practical and accurate control of saw blades when leaving and leaving the work surface. Universal cutting depth pointer - With or without a rail, you do not
need to work out the dimensions of a quick turn of the ingenious pointer – no brain work is required. Precise adjustment of cutting depth - for extremely fine adjustment of cutting depth beyond the standard accuracy of 1 mm (for example, Fermacell), which takes accuracy and accuracy to new heights. Tilt setting from -1° to 48° - Overrides
positions 0° and + 45° with automatic system reset, undermines without the risk of further errors caused by the forgotten reset. High torque - Comfortable power reserves, which means a waterless, convenient cutting, but a hard transition. Speed without load 6300 rpm - with a high cutting speed, producing precise and clean cuts. Orxygla
dust protection and closed lid - Extremely clean cutting with minimal dust (for example, gypsum wall boards), no special accessories are required. The clear appearance of the pointer through the slide with orxigli facilitates the free incisions of the hands. Max Case with Accessory Tray - Room for every last small item inside a cleverly
designed case, even the F-WA corner fence has a proper home. Motor and gear noise - Extremely quiet at idle and under load you can say goodbye to vibration and loud Digital electronics - Wear: there are no rotating parts, so there are no unnecessary repair costs. Mechanical motor brake - Ideal, as it keeps wear and tear to an absolute
minimum, the electronic solution is subject to much greater wear and tear. Hose Hose Velcro for power cable - The hose and cable leave the machine in the same direction and do not interfere with the operation. Effective cable guide without expensive special accessories. Indentation on the hose connector - Eliminates accidental twisting,
the hose locator remains in a predeterm position. Slot Width Marker – Clear visibility, falsic makes for simple contact. Handle at 62° - Ergonomic positioning of the handle. Comfortable and voltageless clutch without placing the wrist at an uncomfortable angle. Dipping-cutting without a rivets of a knife - The saw blade pulls into the guard
side by side without time. A more flexible saw changes without having to pay attention to the blade of the knife. 3-year extended warranty Specifications: Depth of cut 0 - 57 mm Depth of cut by 45° 0 - 40.5 mm Tilt range -1 encore +48° Rated speed without load 3600 - 6250 1/min Normal load speed 3400 1/min / Universal engine 230 V/
min 50Hz Rated input 1400 Weight W 4.7kg Comes with: Mafell T-Max Case TCT sawblade 162 x 1.2/1.8 x 20mm (6 3/8in), AT, 48 teeth 1 Allen Key 5mm Cable 4m Page 2 On D&amp;A M Tools we stock a wide range of high quality branded cord power tools suitable for DIY, professional and industrial use. All our power tools are offered
at reduced trading prices and carry a full warranty of manufacturers. D&amp;amp; M Tools are power tools professionals and our trained sales person with the board will advise you on the most appropriate power tools for your requirements and budget, from leading manufacturers such as Bosch, DeWALT, Makita, Festool, Metabo and
Mafell. Power tools for each trade are carried out in stock, including combined drills, drills/drivers. shock drivers, impact wrenches, circular saws, angle grinders, wash saws, multi-tools, nail guns, steering wheels, pressure washers, routers, grinders and screwdrivers. Free shipping is available on most orders over £99. We also offer loyalty
points on most products that you can then use as a discount on future purchases. Page 3 D&amp;amp; M Tools are specialized suppliers of hand tools. We supply the best branded hand tools for DIY and professional merchants. Most of our hand tools are available from the warehouse and are offered at very competitive discount prices.
We are proud of our service and our expert staff will be pleased to advise you with the right tools to meet your requirements and budget. We stock up on a huge range of tools for a wide variety of trades, including spanners, block planes, bolt cutters, meadows, bradaavly, hermies, clamps and seizures, combined squares, hammers,
decorating tools, diamond whaling machines, saws, forks and levels, ribbons and activities, tripods, pliers and work machines, etc. Free shipping is available on most orders over £ and we also offer loyalty points on most items that can be collected and used as a discount against future purchases. Page 2Page 3Page 4 Festool TS55R
110v Deep Saw 2 x Rails 2 x Connectors and Rail Bag Festool TS55R Dive Saw 110v of 2 x FS1400 Guide Rails, 2 x Connectors and Rail Bag. Product Item No: 712658 Festoul Festoul RRP 355.55 571.00 In stock Festool TS55R 110v Deep saw 2 x Rails 2 x Connectivity and rail bag See Reviews Due to supplier closure, sent within 23
days (s) the next day of serviceSaved delivery to January 14, 2021 to: Quantity: QTY 1 QTY 2 QTY 3 QTY 4 QTY 5 QTY 6 QTY 7 QTY 8 QTY 9 QTY 10 QTY 11 QTY 12 QTY 13 QTY 14 QTY 15 QTY 16 QTY 17 QTY 18 QTY 19 QTY 20 PCS 21 PCS 23 PCS 24 PCS 26 PCS 27 PCS 29 PCS 30 PCS 32 PCS 33 PCS 34 PCS 36 PCS 37
PCT 38 PCS. 40 PCS 41 PCS 42 PCS 44 PCS 45 PCS 47 PCS 48 PCS 50 PCS 51 PCS 53 PCS 54 PCS 55 PCS. 60 COMPARE Comparison Limit Reached + WISH LIST Package agreement includes Makita SP6000J1 deep saw, 2 x Makita 1.5m guide rails, 1 x Makita guide rail connector and Makita adjustable tilt guide for guide rail
SP6000. Makita SP6000J1 Dive SawPreclama Dive Saw with Many FeaturesViewing the full description of 121 products found Price rise Price descending Dive Saw Guide Rails (22) MAKITA Guide Railway 1m (4) Dive Saw Spare Parts &amp; Accessories (7) Circular Saw Shopping Guide
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